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Abstract- this paper discusses the several research methodologies that can be used in
Computer Science (CS) and Information Systems (IS). The research methods vary
according to the science domain and project field. However a little of research
methodologies can be reasonable for CS and IS.
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1. Introduction
Science is an organized or systematic body of knowledge [1]. Science
embraces many different domains however those domains are related. As
shown in fig1, Logic and mathematics sciences are the core of all sciences.
From there and descending it emerge the natural sciences such as physic,
chemistry and biology. In the next come the social sciences.

Fig. 1. Science, one possible view - Courtesy of [2]

As [3] reported Computer Science (CS) should not be called as a
science. Although CS is definitely a recent discipline, few will still
argued that it is not provided with attributes to be qualified as a science.
CS has its specificity and has its bases in logic and mathematics.
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However CS is transversal to very different domains in science. To
understand which research methodologies that can be used in CS and IS
we have to understand the differences between CS and IS.
Computer science (CS) characterized as an empirical discipline, in
which each new program can be seen as an experiment, the structure and
behavior of which can be studied [4]. In particular, the field of CS is
concerned with a number of different issues seen from a technological
Perspective, e.g. theoretical aspects, such as numerical analysis, data
Structures and algorithms; how to store and manipulate, the relationship
between different pieces of software and techniques and tools for
developing software .The field of Information Systems (IS) is concerned
with the interaction between social and technological issues [5]. In other
words, it is a field which focuses on the actual “link” between the human
and social aspects (within an organization or other broader social setting),
and the hardware, Software and data aspects of information technology
(IT). In the next sections we will discuss the different methods of
research methodology and its reasonability for the CS and IS domains.

2. Research Methods
Before we start in discuss the different types of research
methodologies we have to define the research. In an academic context,
research is used to refer to the activity of a diligent and systematic inquiry
or investigation in an area, with the objective of discovering or revising
facts, theories, applications etc. The goal is to discover and disseminate
new knowledge. There are several methods that can be used in CS and IS
in next subsection we will show these methodologies.
2.1 Experimental Method

Experimental shows the experiments that will occur in order
extract results from real world implementations. Experiments can test the
veracity of theories. This method within CS is used in several different
fields like artificial neural networks, automating theorem proving, natural
languages, analyzing performances and behaviors, etc. It is important to
restate that all the experiments and results should be reproducible.
Concerning, for example, network environments with several connection
resources and users, the experiments are an important methodology Also
in CS fields and especially IS fields that take in consideration the HumanComputer Interaction. It is mandatory the usage of experimental
approaches. If we use the experimental method in IS field we may need to
use some methods or tools in conjunction with the experimental method.
These methods or tools used to support and prove the legibility of the
developed project. For example if a student wants to implement new
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social network with new concepts or develop an existing social network,
who he can measure the legibility of his implementation? The answer of
this question consists of two parts according to the nature of the project.
The technical issue is the first part of the project that can be tested by
benchmarks like (availability, reliability, scalability, stability, , etc). The
usability of the project is the second part of testing that needs a feedback
from the users of the system; the results for the second part can be
obtained by the statistical analysis of a questionnaire which is a tool the
used in conjunction with the experimental method.
2.2 Simulation Method

Simulation method used especially in CS because it offers the
possibility to investigate systems or regimes that are outside of the
experimental domain or the systems that is under invention or
construction. Normally complex phenomena that cannot be implemented
in laboratories evolution of the universe. Some domains that adopt
computer simulation methodologies are sciences such as astronomy,
physics or economics; other areas more specialized such as the study of
non-linear systems, virtual reality or artificial life also exploit these
methodologies. A lot of projects can use the simulation methods, like the
study of a new developed network protocol. To test this protocol you
have to build a huge network with a lot of expensive network tools, but
this network can't be easily achieved. For this reason we can use the
simulation method.
2.2 Theoretical Method

The theoretical approaches to CS are based on the classical
methodology since they are related to logic and mathematics. Some ideas
are the existence of conceptual and formal models (data models and
algorithms). Since theoretical CS inherits its bases from logic and
mathematics, some of the main techniques when dealing with problems
are iteration, recursion and induction. Theory is important to build
methodologies, to develop logic and semantic models and to reason about
the programs in order to prove their correctness. Theoretical CS is
dedicated to the design and algorithm analysis in order to find solutions
or better solutions (performance issues, for example). Encompassing all
fields in CS, the theoretical methodologies also tries to define the limits
of computation and the computational paradigm. In other words we can
say that we can use the theoretical method to model a new system.
However the theoretical method can help in finding new mathematical
models or theories, but this method still needs other methods to prove the
efficiency of the new models or theories. For example when a student
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need to develop a new classifier in AI by using the mathematical
representation and theoretical method, he need to prove the efficiency of
this model by using one of the previous methods.

4. Conclusion

In this paper we try to differentiate between the domains of
science and CS and IS to understand the best methods that can be used
in CS and IS. Each project in CS or IS have its free nature so the paper
give examples of different kinds of projects in CS and IS and the prober
research methodologies that can used in these projects.
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